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Dialogue within Decision-Making

Peter Garrett

This is a companion paper expanding the consideration begun by Harold Clarke and  
Whitney Barton in their paper, “Putting Dialogue to Work in the Virginia Department of 
Corrections,” that was considered at our 2019 conference. That paper described the value of 
the Working Dialogue as a business practice for the management of organisational change, 
and gives specific case studies to substantiate this. In this paper I want to explain the thinking 
that led to the original design of the Working Dialogue by me and Jane Ball with a small 
team from Virginia. The pattern involves a sequence of Dialogues with a fixed group of 
people in one room together, and results in a collective view about a plan of action. So it 
requires in-the-room Dialogue skills. Each Working Dialogue is also intended to be an inter-
vention in the way things are currently working, so this requires further skills along with the 
careful placing of the Working Dialogue at the point of intervention in order to yield the 
most value with the right grouping of people. It is intended for use in every business unit 
across a large state agency, and is therefore intended to be systemic. This third level requires 
architectural thinking in the design process, as outlined in this paper.

I believe it is timely to explore the relationship between Dialogue and decision-making. 
Given the general levels of complexity and ambiguity we experience in society, if the world 
needs Dialogue, we surely need Dialogue to influence the quality of collectively made deci-
sions! So I track the key factors that, if left unaddressed, would prevent us from making a 
difference in the world in this regard. Dialogue in the room was our starting point with 
David Bohm, with the theme of addressing fragmentation in consciousness and hence in the 
world. As we stepped into the world after his death, we had to address how decisions are 
made in organisations, and the decision-making process itself. The Working Dialogue is a 
prime example of doing just that. I believe this will be of interest to those practitioners 
wanting to expand their reach beyond their starting point of Dialogue ‘in the room’. Those 
who already use Working Dialogues in their workplace will benefit from understanding the 
thinking behind this pattern; this will enable them to be more effective in how they sponsor, 
facilitate and participate in Working Dialogues. The third and smallest grouping is those 
who are embarking on systemic Dialogue work and are interested in the architectural think-
ing required to do this well at scale.
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From Dialogue in the 1980s to Dialogue in the 2020s

I believe that there has been considerable confusion amongst Dialogue Practitioners over the 
years about the relationship between Dialogue and decision-making. Many claim the funda-
mental features of Dialogue are that it has no agenda and is not a decision-making activity. 
If this were the case, it would not be viable to bring Dialogue into organisations, since those 
working in them are employed to make decisions every day, and they are accountable for 
those decisions. Given the proliferation of organisations, this would result in the marginali-
sation of Dialogue, leaving it unrelated to everyday working life. In the 20th century almost 
every aspect of our lives is enabled or defined by organisations – from hospital births and 
deaths to our food, clothing, housing, transport, education, leisure and so on. I do not see 
how we can ignore the pervasive presence of organisations in how we proceed.

From our earliest Dialogues with David Bohm in the 1980s, we took a transparent posi-
tion on decision-making. We considered Dialogue to be a way of establishing a common 
meaning amongst a group of people. Dia means ‘through’ (as in ‘diameter’, which is a line 
through the middle of a circle) and logos is ‘the word’, or ‘meaning’. This shared meaning 
came about through establishing a common content in the conscious awareness of all the 
participants in the Dialogue, by participants ‘suspending’ or revealing their experience in the 
moment. With that shared understanding, people do not need to be told what to do because 
it is self-evident to them. It could be called ‘common sense’. Each decides what to do for 
themselves, based on a common understanding. The analogy of the hunter-gatherer tribe, 
like the Kalahari Bushmen, who lived in small social groupings of 15 to 30 people, illustrated 
well this way of living. They spent the smaller part of their day finding food and most of it 
talking together. We speculated about what organisations would be like were employees to 
be in a similar position of holding a common understanding and a shared content in con-
sciousness. We related Dialogue to decision-making from the outset, and I still hold that 
perspective.

The hunter-gatherer society was sustainable for hundreds of millennia, but even if we in 
the current era wanted to, we have to accept that we could not revert to that way of life. The 
overall population is too great, and consequently we spend most of our days working for our 
livelihood. We live in a technologically driven society, in the midst of myriad perspectives 
and conditioning. In comparison to the hunter-gatherers whose environment was simply the 
undeveloped local ecology, we are both highly coordinated and fragmented. What is the 
relevance of Dialogue now, given the situation in which we find ourselves?

There is a simple path that runs from the early form of Dialogue that several of us developed 
with David Bohm prior to his death in 1992, to the Professional Dialogue that many of us now 
practice. That early work was an enquiry into the pervasive fragmentation in human conscious-
ness that leads to endless counterproductive decisions with unintended consequences. The 
challenging complexity is that the resulting problems, are in turn, ‘fixed’ by the people using 
similarly fragmented thought – which leads to further proliferation of the problems in different 
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forms. Quicksand may be a good metaphor for the many seemingly insoluble challenges we 
face, including the ecological crisis, loss of species and global warming.

This path crossed over three significant ‘mountain ridges’ after David’s death. They relate 
to time, power and decision-making. Without crossing over these three passes, I believe that 
students and practitioners who only read about our early practice (which some now call 
Bohm Dialogue), will be held in theoretical and practical abeyance, unable to get traction in 
the world to make a difference – our primary intention from the outset. Our society is sorely 
in need of relief from a litany of insoluble problems and, in many ways, (but by no means all) 
our culture is more fragmented than it was when David was alive.

Time as a Context for Decision-Making

First, let’s consider time. There are many ways of conceiving of time, and I have outlined my 
thinking about this in A Dialogic Model of Time (2006). The most relevant notion for this 
consideration is the distinction between seasonal time and chronological time. Seasonal time is 
centred on the earth. It is dependent on the rotations of the earth around the sun, and of the 
moon around the earth. These annual, monthly and daily cycles determine opportune tim-
ings for things to happen. Migrating birds sense when to arrive and depart, and the sap rises 
and falls with the summer and winter weather, just as the tides rise and fall with the waxing 
and waning of the moon, and flowers open and close with the rising and setting of the sun. 
This seasonal time features strongly in agriculture, as it does in human relationships. As 
people establish a common meaning and a common content of consciousness it clearly has a 
flow, an unfolding cycle that opens and closes potential opportunities. The art of Dialogue 
is to be sensitive to this changing field of potential as one participates in the flow, thereby 
finding the timing that meets the moment. It is not by chance that many languages have the 
same word for time and the weather, such as le temps in French.

In contrast, chronological time is centred on technology and is man-made. It is derived 
from the clock, providing divisions of time established by the rotation of the earth around 
the sun. Chronological time emerged in Europe in the 1700s with the town clocks (each of 
which determined their own approximate time), eventually being standardised to enable the 
reliable scheduling of transport by coach and horses. By 1884 Greenwich Mean Time was 
defined along with the 24 time zones, and technological coordination became possible. We 
are so used to chronological time now that we hardly notice its pervasive influence. I can 
arrange to meet you at the entrance to the Louvre in Paris at 11:30am on 23 January, and we 
can do so successfully even though I may live in London and you in Rio de Janeiro. We are 
accomplished in the use of chronological time. We create timelines that include arbitrary 
deadlines (not lifelines) that may be unrelated to the rhythms in our bodies, lives or sur-
roundings. Such timing turns our thinking inside out. We think we are caught in ‘rush hour’ 
traffic, when clearly it would be better called ‘slow hour’, except that our inner experience is 
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one of rushing and being frustrated by not getting there easily. Note the exhausting experi-
ence of sitting for two hours in a stationary aircraft on an airport runway – as against the 
next six hours in the same seat crossing the Atlantic.

What does this have to do with Dialogue? Understanding the source of fragmentation in 
human consciousness, which is where we began, requires stepping out of the external fix- 
ation of chronological time and slowing down sufficiently to become familiar with how 
consciousness works. There is an ebb and flow in thinking, which acts at a different speed 
and with a different sensitivity from memory-derived thought. Past-thinking is fast, auto-
matic and reactionary. It is carried forward from a past experience and situation that may or 
may not be relevant in the present one. Hence the fragmented experience, one that is lessened 
as we bring our thoughts and feeling into the present situation. So – clearly Dialogue occurs in 
seasonal time, not chronological time? No. It may have been so for hunter-gatherers, but we 
are unable to step out of a civilisation and society that is based on chronological time. To my 
dismay, even sleeping out at night in the remotest Iranian desert and far from the nearest 
evidence of civilisation, I spotted the regular flashing of light from a satellite passing over-
head in the starry sky. So in my thinking, every Dialogue is a compromise, or an amalgama-
tion of the two kinds of time. Within a chronological time period (perhaps 90 minutes 
reserved on our calendars) we can create the space for seasonal time and thinking, or even for 
a sense of timelessness out of which generative thinking emerges. Then we probably dive 
back into chronological time as we attend to responsibilities and decisions elsewhere.

Achieving Dialogue in the world requires a set of skills which might seem alien to some 
practitioners. These skills include the ability to ‘paint the painting on the size of canvas avail-
able’, time-wise, by starting and ending at the predetermined hour; learning to help people 
to get engaged with one another (without which they cannot form a common meaning); 
guiding people to think together, rather than resisting and asserting by thinking separately; 
enabling the transition into understanding one another; and, most importantly, leaving the 
time and space for the emergence of the still-forming thinking that is unique to this moment. 
With these kinds of skills it is possible to step into the workplace to enable productive Dia-
logue, as we have done in prisons, industrial plants, board rooms, universities, fire stations, 
banks and rural agricultural settings in the so-called Third World. Real Dialogue is about 
rubbing shoulders with people who have to make decisions that affect themselves and others, 
and enhancing this process by gathering them into a common understanding of what each of 
them is doing and may need to do.

The Impact of Power on Decision-Making

Next, power. Why do we need to understand power to bring Dialogue into the world?  
By power I mean authority: the power of attributed authority that is, for example, funda-
mental to organisations. In my mind, differences of power and authority are a root cause of 
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violation and fragmentation. Dialogue is essentially concerned with managing power differ-
ences in a generative and productive way. There are some ways we are all equal, perhaps as 
human beings in the eyes of God, but in many ways we are not and cannot be equal in 
power. This has been the case since hunter-gatherer days and remains the case today. Our 
skills, experience, wealth, state of health, education, social position, dependencies, gender, 
age and a long list of other factors may determine who has power and authority in any situ-
ation. In my thinking it would not be possible to bring Dialogue into the world and into the 
workplace if we were not conversant with how to manage power.

Power differences are most evident in organisations. There are many ways to understand the 
structures and processes embodied in organisations, but a few simple notions will help us here. 
As I outlined in my paper (‘Engaging Fragmentation, Subcultures and Organisational Power’, 
written for the 2018 The World Needs Dialogue! Academy conference), organisations predomi-
nately are methodically ordered power structures with delegated decision-making authority 
and accountability. The owners or shareholders delegate authority to the executives by assign-
ing the authority or right to make certain levels of decision. They, in turn, delegate parts of 
their decision-making power and 
responsibility to others in the organisa-
tion. That is the nature of a typical 
organisation. This delegation follows 
two distinct lines: hierarchical power 
lines (vertical) and functional power 
lines (lateral). The vertical power lines 
are the chain of command, whilst the 
lateral power lines are the functions 
that may run across all the power lines, 
like finances, human resources, legal 
and regulatory expertise. The problem 
of fragmentation arises because the 
vertical power lines tend to break into 
competing silos. Also, there is a ten-
sion between the lateral power lines 
that use central control to try to stan-
dardise everything, and the vertical 
power lines thrive on customising their 
activities according to local opportu-
nity or need.

But worst of all, everyone con- 
centrates on their own specialised  
delegated responsibilities and pays  
less attention to those outside their 
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immediate contacts in the power lines. People are still making decisions that affect one another, 
but from a localised area of knowledge and a broader ignorance. Counterproductive deci-
sions abound, impacting one another, creating unintended consequences that originate from 
often unseen sources. This results in discrete self-contained subcultural groupings. If one can 
locate a Dialogue in that fragmented situation, bringing interdependent people into a consid-
eration of how they are managing their interdependencies, then it quickly becomes evident 
to them that they appreciate and need Dialogue. They want a common understanding and a 
common content of what to take into account as they make decisions largely independently 
of one another.

Essentially these Dialogues themselves are power centres. They bring together individuals 
from different vertical and lateral power lines to find a common understanding of how to 
proceed. Then each takes that common understanding back into their part of the organisa-
tion. The power centre may involve a one-off Dialogue, or the organisational structure may 
require regular Dialogues at a particular power centre to align different and changing needs 
and interests.

We have created both many times, and with great effectiveness, which I outline in some 
detail in my 2018 paper. In brief, one example is an ongoing monthly forum we set up for 
management, unions and skilled technicians within an oil refinery and chemical plant that 
transformed years of ugly contention. Another is the resolution of a long-running dispute 
between business units in the US, the UK and China that affected three hierarchical levels of 
management and threatened people’s jobs. People might have called it a wicked problem, but 
the dialogic resolution was swift and long-lasting. Similarly Jane Ball and I created the archi-
tecture for power centres that straddled the prison gate when we were working with 
high-repeat offenders who were in and out of prison so often they were receiving no thera-
peutic treatment. The resulting Threshold Dialogue involved staff from prisons, police, 
courts, local government and hostels along with treatment counsellors working both within 
several prisons and outside in the local community. It was remarkably effective.

Decision-Making and a Common Understanding 

What about decision-making itself? The original Dialogues with David Bohm assumed that a 
common understanding amongst a group of people, and a common content of consciousness 
which naturally unfolded to deepen that understanding, would lead to a kind of common-sense 
basis for each to act in accordance with others. It also yielded a sense of impersonal fellowship as 
people sought to understand each other rather than prove they were right. There was a disposi-
tion to the enquiry that was, and still is, important. This dialogic stance involves authenticity 
and respect, based on the understanding that things are as they are for a reason, and that reason 
may not yet be evident to us all. If we understand the factors being managed by those involved 
in any situation, then it becomes clearer how to incorporate and address them in different ways 
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for common benefit. These Dialogues were gatherings of individuals, mainly academics, who 
had a common concern about the well-being of society given its fragmented state. As we 
took this Dialogic approach into organisations, we found a different configuration. People 
employed there had a common organisational history and purpose, although they held many 
different opinions about them. We immediately encountered the challenges I have been con-
sidering regarding time and power. Those working in organisations pride themselves on 
getting the job done well and generally they value efficiency and achievement. Utilising 
plans and timelines, they use chronological time to achieve things and are impatient for 
results. The pace depends on the ambitiousness of the leadership, management and supervi-
sors, but generally time and attention are a scarcer commodity than other resources. As a 
result, a mindset can easily be established where decisions are made at speed by those higher 
in the chain of command and those with the most expertise in the functions.

This approach has the potential benefit of speed (assuming the leadership are not a con-
straining ‘bottleneck’) and the handicap of ignorance about the implication for others who 
are not involved in the thinking. The decisions are based on the available knowledge and 
understanding – but the interpretation of data and information is different at every level of 
the organisation. Although the overview held at the executive level is essential, so too is the 
local perspective. That local knowledge is at the level of implementation, without which 
nothing gets done. The fragmentation arises from differences between intention, decision 
and impact. Well intentioned people make decisions without realising the impact they may 
be having on those affected by that decision. As a result, organisations are often fast moving 
and highly inefficient. This is embodied in the employee attitude of ‘tell me what to do and 
I will do it’ which demonstrates loyalty and hard work, combined with the unintelligent 
abandoning of their valuable local knowledge.

The key is to bring the decision-maker and those impacted by the decision into closer or 
direct relationship with one another. That is the essence of the power centres. If we find 
ourselves talking about ‘them’, and ‘they’ are not in the room, then we have a problem of 
fragmentation, and this will affect the quality and sustainability of our decisions.

The Systemic Design of a Working Dialogue

It was an interesting challenge to design a business practice for dialogic decision-making in a 
large state agency. The agency was the largest employer in the state and had a high turnover 
of staff. How would we ( Jane and I) manage the issues of time, power and decision-making 
in a dialogic way? We drew together a small team of Dialogue Practitioners that represented 
the main vertical power lines (the delivery channels) and lateral power lines (the functions) 
and used them as a participatory sounding board. The staff of 13,000 members had been 
exposed to Dialogue skills, and the infrastructure of 250 Dialogue Practitioners were both in 
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place to enable this to become a required business practice. We intended the pattern to be 
used to resolve issues and to develop opportunities at operational practice, policy and strate-
gic levels. The Dialogue Practitioners in the design team helped to set up and facilitate the 
first pilots (that helped us to adapt the design in a number of ways).

First, I had to accept that at the outset staff members may not hold a dialogic stance and 
would use whatever pattern we designed with a normal business mentality. We needed 
something that would improve general management decision-making and could easily 
evolve into a dialogic process. We could see that whenever a problem presented itself, they 
tended quickly to identify a couple of options, choose one and act. This could be called a 
‘fire-fighting’ mentality. So at least to improve that way of reaching decisions, we wanted to 
include a sequence of three parts: a) the current situation (how is it working now?), b) what 
do we want? (where do we want to be in the end?) and c) how can we get from a) to b) (what 
is a good plan?). Although this could take us in the right direction, there is nothing inher-
ently dialogic in this three-part process to reaching a decision. It is simply good management 
and we knew it would help the decision-making process in the agency to adopt this. Also, 
the agency is a ‘closed’ organisation that likes structured steps that can be accomplished, and 
be seen to be accomplished, in a measured way. So this would be attractive. I recognised that 
it was essential to respect the hierarchical power structure, and we were at pains not to  
propose a consensus or voting model that could cut across the existing well-defined account-
abilities.

The next step was to address the fragmentation in the decision-making process by bring-
ing those authorised to make decisions into direct conversation with the people who would 
be affected by those decisions. What we proposed was different from consultation or gather-
ing data to inform a later decision to be made elsewhere. The group gathered would actually 
design the plan and take accountability themselves for its implementation. This was no 
longer a matter of ‘tell me what to do and I will do it’, but rather it involved drawing on  
the local knowledge and know-how as well as that of those with expertise, authority and 
overview from other parts of the organisation. Given the cost of time to gather the right 
people, we ensured the set-up phase included a determination of the cost/benefit value of the 
Working Dialogue – is it worth doing? If there is enough potential value in addressing and 
resolving a particular challenge or issue, then let’s identify who needs to be involved and get 
everyone around the same table. Of course, the cost for such meetings has been significantly 
reduced with the advent of Covid-19 and the wider use of audiovisual online systems that 
are ideal for a pattern like a Working Dialogue.
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We wanted to address the cultivation of Dialogue in the Working Dialogue. We had the advan-
tage that participants would all be familiar with the dialogic skills, given the trainings that had 
been provided. It is also the case, however, that using those skills does not mean you are neces-
sarily in Dialogue and thinking together to understand one another’s perspective. One can be 
authentic and listen respectfully in a debate where you are trying to win, as well as in a Dia-
logue. This is a common misconception of course – we believe we are in Dialogue because we 
are using dialogic skills. That is a good start, but more is required – the primary interest of 
trying to understand each other as well as ourselves. So we introduced a specific role for a  
Dialogue Practitioner to play in the Working Dialogue. This would help participants to use 
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dialogic skills, and they would use their facilitation skills to shift the mode of conversation 
from monologue, debate or discussion into Dialogue when the timing was right. We went 
further and required the Dialogue Practitioners to work from the outset with a ‘sponsor’ (the 
executive or manager who was sponsoring the Working Dialogue, and who was responsible for 
the outcome). The two of them would think together during the set-up phase: they would 
consider the issue, the value of resolving it, who would need to be involved and what invita-
tion should be issued to the proposed participants. We were starting to build the dialogic stance 
into the process through the Dialogue Practitioner.

Then we took a further step that makes all the difference: we introduced a ‘gate’ between 
each of the phases. The gate is a short set of questions that have to be answered successfully 
to proceed to the next phase. The questions at each gate were simple and direct. To pass the 
set-up gate, the sponsor and Dialogue Practitioner had to feel comfortable answering the 
questions positively, such as: Is it worth doing? Have we included everybody (or representa-
tives of everyone) affected by the issue? And so on. If these could not be confirmed then they 
could not proceed to the next phase. Later, once the group was gathered and considering the 
current state (how does it work now?) they had to confirm that everyone affected by the 
decision was present or represented in the Working Dialogue, and that they all felt their 
perspective was understood by others in the room. This was achieving a common under-
standing. It did not mean that people had their way, simply that their perspective and situa-
tion was understood and being taken into account by everyone else present. If not, the group 
could not pass through the gate into the next phase. This proved quite liberating for those 
who had felt misunderstood and therefore unappreciated, but also led to better-informed 
logic in the later planning.

The Dialogue Practitioner contracted with the group to be the custodian of the gates, so 
it was he or she that assessed the participants’ success in answering the gate questions, and 
their collective readiness to pass through each gate, not the sponsor. As one senior executive 
said at the time, “Wow, in the past I have driven right through an awful lot of those gates!” 
The Dialogue Practitioners had a challenge on their hands too. They had to create a sum-
mary of the current situation (how the issue or problem works now) on a single sheet of flip 
chart paper. That meant perhaps five to seven bullet points. It was the same requirement for 
the next phase when they would determine the desired outcome. Those without the skill to 
see the key statements ended up with 10 or 12 sheets of flip chart paper with scores of bullet 
points. That meant they had not achieved a common understanding but had simply created 
a list of different perspectives that remained largely unresolved. This skill to précis the many 
words spoken into the essential points is necessary for good intervention work, and that is 
what we were inviting and training the Dialogue Practitioners to do.

Next, we return to the matter of time. The shift of emphasis on chronological time was to 
be managed through the gates. The gates meant the process would take as long as it takes. 
The time set aside for the first phase may or may not be adequate to achieve a common 
understanding. If it proved to be inadequate, then they would have to extend the meeting, 
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or adjourn and meet again with the same participants at a later date. This enhances the value 
of the Dialogue skills, of course, because people come to realise that giving attention 
through respect and careful listening, and explaining one’s own perspective honestly and 
clearly, saves time! So then participants start to lean in the direction of encouraging the use 
of the skills to aid their progress. Some Working Dialogues can be completed in a day, and 
the most complex statewide ones involving many interested parties could run over a year or 
more.

Did some of the more forceful executives sometimes ‘call rank’ and overrule the process 
to get the result they wanted anyway? Yes, of course. Did some of the Dialogue Practi-
tioners fudge things to get through a gate, or still have six flip charts rather than six points 
for participants to agree? No doubt they sometimes did. But still, they were in a better deci-
sion-making process, one that was more inclusive and more thorough than would have been 
the case otherwise. And over time they would start to learn that it is easier and faster work-
ing dialogically. I should emphasise that we were aiming for a shift across the whole organi-
sation, in all business units, and not just with small pockets of willing Sponsors. Their exec-
utive directive, that we supported, required every business unit (of which there were around 
140) to do one Working Dialogue every quarter. We were using the culture (“tell me what to 
do”) to change the culture, which is a powerful way to achieve across-the-board change.

The planning phase also had different features from what people had anticipated. So many 
good plans are never implemented because some of those responsible for specific tasks do not 
deliver them. A good plan on its own is rarely good enough. We ensured that the plan for 
the Working Dialogue not only stated what would be delivered by when, but it included 
who was responsible – and that responsible person had to be in the room. They could dele-
gate their responsibility to another, but they still held the accountability for the delivery. 
This closed a significant gap through which many plans had fallen in the past. Also, the plan 
had to state a review date and who needed to attend the review.

This review was the fifth and final phase. The idea here was to learn from successes and 
failures. If the Working Dialogue failed, was it the plan that was inadequate (and if so, why?) 
or was it a failure of delivery (and if so, why?). That meant people could be coached or held 
to account depending on the situation. When the plan succeeded, it was a fine opportunity 
to acknowledge those involved and to build their confidence about how to address issues 
well. It would not be long before more junior employees requested a Working Dialogue, as 
they realised it would get to the bottom of seemingly intractable problems, some of which 
had been stuck for a long time.

Working Dialogues in Practice

I encourage you to read Harold Clarke and Whitney Barton’s paper for the 2019 Academy 
conference titled “Putting Dialogue to Work in the Virginia Department of Corrections”, 
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(see references) detailing their experience of the introduction of Working Dialogues into 
their state agency. The case studies they include cover operational issues, such as the balanc-
ing of workloads, drug testing systems and the optimisation of offender movements. I rec-
ommend reading their paper in conjunction with this one to get a feel for the practical use 
of Dialogue in an organisation.

Let’s revisit the question some may ask, posed at the beginning of this paper: “That is all 
fine, but where is the Dialogue? What you have described does not sound like the agen-
da-free enquiry that David Bohm advocated”. The answer depends on the purpose and 
nature of Dialogue as you understand it. In our work with David Bohm we wanted to estab-
lish a common meaning or understanding to deal with the fragmented state of human con-
sciousness that we saw as the cause of so much counterproductive damage in the world. In 
the Working Dialogue we see a common understanding established in each of the five 
phases. And all five phases together constitute a decision-making process that is thorough 
and sustainable. Each phase may involve a mixture of monologues, debates and Dialogue, as 
was definitely the case in our sessions with Bohm. In the case of the Working Dialogues, 
over time the structure and process lead participants into a dialogic disposition, with the 
Dialogue Practitioners judiciously holding the gates in a way that helps the overall develop-
ment process.

Closing Reflections

It is worth noting that the Working Dialogue pattern can be used to turn issues and problems 
into creative opportunities. It is conducive to people learning how to use Dialogue to tackle 
more complex multistakeholder issues. Facilitated well, Working Dialogues are likely to 
cultivate open Dialogue as a way of doing business. This is how the muscle is developed to 
tackle larger and tougher issues. Already the Virginia Department of Corrections, for exam-
ple, has taken Working Dialogues into the community to work with other agencies such as 
the courts, police, treatment centres and so on to tackle social problems of mutual concern. 
A huge next step would be the use of Working Dialogues in determining policy, which in 
turns drives the allocation of resources and measures of success. And then – who knows the 
limits of where this simple but thorough pattern may prove useful?
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Conference Session Extracts
From a conversation with participants considering the paper with Peter Garrett

Speaker: The demand is still there for Working Dialogues. There are always questions 
that need answers and things that need to be changed. We’ve had two or three 
dialogues recently, but that is a reduced number since the Covid-19 pandemic. 
What has not changed is people’s understanding and desire because we’ve con-
tinued to have issues we’ve needed to address. We hear people from different 
levels of the department say, “Hey, maybe that’s a working dialogue. Maybe we 
should use a Working Dialogue”. We require everybody to get trained and it has 
helped us with the language. There is a common understanding. You can go into 
a prison on one side of the state or to a probation office on the other side, and 
everybody understands the same language. 

Speaker: I guess there must be a whole family of Working Dialogues under the title 
‘What’s the new normal given the pandemic?’ I was part of the ‘new normal’ 
task force that was convened in Virginia to look at every aspect. We were deal-
ing with work issues and offender work issues. Many people don’t have cameras, 
and we want to have all the voices involved. Safety has been the biggest prob-
lem. We have no shortage of need. As a matter of fact, we probably have more 
because of Covid-19.

Speaker: To me, there’s something about being inclusive of people to get the job done. 
You could get the job done without the Working Dialogue and make the deci-
sion anyway and do it. So this is about caring. People have to understand how to 
make good decisions, and how the process works so that they naturally think a 
bit more clearly when they make their own decisions. 

Speaker: What do you think of the three skills that are really important for a sponsor? 

Speaker: Identifying who needs to be there. And making sure that the problem is identi-
fied, so that when people are invited to come they know what they’re coming to 
discuss, and making sure it’s clear and concise. And we talked about checking 
your ego at the door. The sponsor needs to make sure they don’t come in with 
predetermined decisions which shut the process down. People will simply not 
communicate. They’re not going to share in that setting. You have to be able to 
suspend the judgement and allow people to work through the process. And if 
you can’t suspend the judgement, then you might be in the wrong position. A 
healthy challenge to everyone.
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Speaker: One of the skills is being able to develop rapport with people. In my role I have 
to figure everything out amongst 15 or so prisons. That’s a tall challenge to try 
to meet the needs of individuals and the institution. So I have always really tried 
to focus on developing good rapport with staff so they’re able to have conversa-
tions with you and tell you if there’s concerns that I need to address. 

Speaker: Being a new supervisor, I think that skill is trust. I think people have to trust 
you. I think the second thing is that you build trust by showing consistent 
behaviour, and I think also empowering others. Then I would say being a spon-
sor to any dialogue, you would need to show courage. In taking a risk to spon-
sor a dialogue you’re showing courage in leading others. 

Speaker: Your staff really have the working knowledge and the technical knowledge to 
find a lot of the solutions to what you are working on anyway. So leaning on the 
local experts is the way to get from A to Z. You’re basically letting them define 
the solution, because they really have the answers. 

Speaker: I totally agree with what was just said. It’s not something that comes naturally, 
because a lot of leaders believe they need to have the answers and the solutions 
because of their position. So when they come into the room, often the conver-
sation stops and people look towards them for the answers. I think to be a good 
sponsor and a successful sponsor we need to have the ability to recognise that 
there’s a problem, something that needs addressing. Then to understand that 
there is value in hearing the voices of others and genuinely inviting others to 
participate in the process. It is not something that comes naturally because a lot 
of leaders think it is their position to solve the problem because generally that is 
how they got promoted to the position they’re in.

Speaker: I think reflection and inquiry are the two main components. The practitioner 
has to take a lot of information and simplify it down to a few bullet points. 
There’s a skill to taking half an hour’s conversation and reducing it to three main 
points.

Speaker: The Dialogue Practitioner has to have the confidence to be able to stop a Work-
ing Dialogue if it’s not going the way it should go, if fidelity isn’t there. If you 
violate the rules, then people lose trust in the process. 

Speaker: I don’t think it’s been said, but neutrality. Focusing on the process as opposed to 
being part of it and trying to insert themselves. Sometimes it’s nice to have 
somebody who’s completely uninvolved with what’s going on, who has that 
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perspective, that unbiased perspective, to hold the process. But also to say, 
“Maria, I am going to oppose you”. In a respectful way, “Maria, I understand 
your enthusiasm to get it done, but can we slow down a bit and just make sure 
we’ve got all the input we need?” That that can be quite difficult, with some of 
the people we work with at times. So, there’s the skill of being able to deal with 
more senior people in a respectful way. But equally, at the same time not losing 
the rigor of the process, and not compromising it.

Speaker: Neutrality. It’s a tricky concept, but we need a distance between providing 
empathy and still being impartial.

Speaker: Curiosity. And I think a good participant is one who voices without pretense, 
just putting it out clearly and straightforwardly, orally. Along with that, they 
genuinely have to want an outcome that’s beneficial to everyone. I think there is 
a need for respect and a curiosity. Trying to understand why they think some-
thing different. What’s behind it? What do they see that you don’t see? It’s sur-
prising with a group. If you allow the process to start to work with people, 
something emerges, which is actually pretty straightforward. And usually it’s 
only about letting the group find its own life. I think the dialogic practices of 
Voice – Authenticity – Listening, Respect and Suspension are the critical ones. 
But also the move, follow, oppose and bystand . . . and just simple inquiry.
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Postscript
The author’s reflections, written some months after the conference

I was encouraged by this session. My paper, made available to everyone 
before the conference, was about the Working Dialogue. In the session 
itself many of the participants had experience of participating in Working 
Dialogues, particularly sponsoring or facilitating them. The Working 
Dialogues clearly work, there is ongoing demand for more and it is rewarding to see this 
dialogic pattern being formally recognised as a business practice. Following the conference, 
my thoughts have centred on the value of embedding the Working Dialogue in an organisa-
tion. 

One of the conference participants had pointed out that you build trust – and the conse-
quent good flow of information through an organisation – by consistent behaviour. Well, the 
Working Dialogue is a structured pattern for consistent behaviour in addressing multistake-
holder challenges. Thereby it has the potential to deepen the staff ’s trust in the workings of 
the organisation that employs them. The pattern provides the assurance that there is a way of 
addressing complex problematic issues. This is important for the culture of the organisation. 
Otherwise, dysfunctional patterns will simply remain stuck and reluctantly accepted as 
‘nobody likes it but that’s how it is around here’. Now stories are shared about how ‘it used 
to be like that until we had the Working Dialogue’.

Also, the Working Dialogue improves the overall quality of decision-making. There is a 
clearer definition of who will make the decision, and why they have made it. If the sponsor 
needs to do so, then they must participate in the Working Dialogue. If not, he or she can 
delegate that responsibility to those in the Working Dialogue and accept their decision. 
Either way, there is a structured and recorded method to solve problems – and to realise 
opportunities that might otherwise be missed. 

At the same time as addressing the challenge at hand, the Working Dialogue provides 
participants with a practice-based training for decision-making to use in other situations. 
Junior staff members learn about rigorous decision-making. Supervisors and leaders benefit 
too. Thinking on their own they make poorer decisions than when they think with others 
before deciding how to proceed. The Working Dialogue takes some of the pressure off the 
leader having to make and be accountable for all the answers. It shares this responsibility. 
Because the participants’ views have been incorporated, they understand and are more likely 
to own the outcome. 
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